that test-and-set protocols for locks outperform queueing protocols at low contention, while the opposite is true at high contention.
Introduction
Shared-memory multiprocessors usually provide read-modify-write hardware primitives for process synchronization, leaving the synthesis of higher-level synchronization operations to software synchronization algorithms. However, synchronization algorithms that are efficient across a wide range of applications are hard to design because their performance depends on run-time factors that are hard to predict, such as contention and waiting times.
In particular, a synchronization algorithm has a choice of protocols to implement the synchronization operation, and a choice of Permission to co y without fee all or part of this material is [ granted provided t at the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and Its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. waiting mechanisms to wait for synchronization delays. For example, candidate protocols for locks include test-and-set and queueing protocols, and waiting mechanisms include spinning and blocking.
Frequently, the best protocol depends on the level of contention, while the best waiting mechanism depends on waiting time.
For robust performance, a reactive synchronization algorithm dynamically selects protocols and waiting mechanisms in response to run-time factors. Figure 1 illustrates the components of a reactive synchronization algorithm.
It is decomposed into a protocol selection algorithm and awaiting algorithm. The protocol selection algorithm is responsible for choosing a protocol to implement the synchronization operation, while the waiting algorithm is responsible for choosing waiting mechanisms to wait for synchronization latencies.
This paper focuses on reactive synchronization algorithms that choose protocols dynamically, but that assume spin waiting as a fixed waiting mechanism. Previous research [9, 14] has already demonstrated the utility of dynamically choosing waiting mechanisms. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any experimental research on the feasibility and performance benefits of dynamically selecting synchronization protocols. We leave an investigation of simultaneously choosing protocols and waiting algorithms as future work.
As an example of the potential benefit of dynamically choosing protocols, consider the tradeoff between test-and-set and queueing protocols for spin locks. The test-and-set protocol acquires a lock with a test-and-set instruction and releases the lock with a store instruction.
Although it is a simple and efficient protocol in the absence of contention, its performance degrades drastically under high contention. A remedy is a queueing protocol that constructs a software queue of waiters to reduce contention. However, queuing comes at the price of a higher latency in the absence of contention [2, 16] . The right choice between the two protocols depends on the level of contention experienced by the lock. This research makes the following contributions:
1.
2.
To our knowledge, it is the first experimental investigation of the idea of dynamically choosing protocols to reduce synchronization overhead. Measurements from a multiprocessor simulator demonstrate its advantages.
selecting the amount of delay. Henceforth, we will refer to testand-set with exponential backoff simply as test-and-set locks, and it has the best performance among the queue locks on our system.
The MCS queue lock maintains a pointer to the tail of a software queue of lock waiters. The lock is free if it points to an empty queue, and is busy otherwise. The process at the head of the queue owns the lock, and each process on the queue has a pointer to its successor.
To acquire a lock, a process appends itself to the tail of the queue. If the queue was empty, the process owns the lock; otherwise it waits for a signal from its predecessor. The previous section demonstrated the need for algorithms that auprovides a hint to lock requesters on which sub-lock to use.
somatically select protocols according to the level of contention experienced bya synchronization operation. Such algorithms will relieve the programmer from predicting run-time conditions to reef the multiprocessor. Since the performance crossover points for duce synchronization overheads. In this section, we first present different synchronization protocols are architechrre dependent, the a reactive spin lock algorithm that selects between a test-and-testswitching policy will have to be tuned for each machine architecture.
and-set protocol and the MCS queue lock protocol as an example However, we emphasize that this tuning is application independent.
reactive algorithm. We then describe an efficient method for dynamically selecting protocols based on the notion of consensus objects, and apply the method towards the design of a reactive fetch-and-op algorithm.
Issues in Dynamically Selecting Protocols
In designing reactive algorithms that dynamically select among multiple synchronization protocols, we have to address three issues:
1. How does the algorithm efficiently detect which protocol to use? Since each synchronization operation must detect which protocol to use, this should not incur a significant cost.
2. How does the algorithm change protocols correctly and efficiently? A protocol change involves correctly updating the state of the reactive algorithm's protocols and notifying any participating processes of the change. It also needs to be efficient in cases where frequent protocol changes are expected.
3. When should the algorithm change protocols? A reactive algorithm needs to detect that the current protocol is unsuitable and decide if it is profitable to switch to another protocol.
The first two issues are concerned with providing efficient mechanisms for dynamic protocol selection, while the third is a policy issue.
The main difficulty of providing efficient mechanisms for dynamic protocol selection is that multiple processes may be trying to execute the synchronization operation at the same time, and keeping them in constant agreement on the protocol to use maybe prohibitively expensive. The solution is to allow multiple processes to execute different protocols, but ensure that only processes that execute the correct protocol are allowed to succeed. Processes that execute the wrong protocol will retry the operation. This optimizes for the expected common case when the currently selected protocol is the right protocol. It assumes that contention levels do not oscillate between extremes so as to require frequent protocol changes.
This assumption holds in the applications that we have looked at so far. Section 4 will analyze these applications.
The third issue of when to switch protocols depends on how contention levels vary over time, and on the architectural parameters 3.2 A Reactive Spin Lock
Our reactive spin lock combines the low latency of a test-and-testand-set lock with the scalability and fairness properties of the MCS queue lock. It does so by dynamically selecting between the testand-test-and-set protocol and the MCS queue lock protocol. Figure   4 illustrates the components of the reactive lock. It is composed of two sub-locks (a test-and-test-and-set lock and an MCS queue lock), and a mode variable.
Intuitively, the reactive spin-lock algorithm works as follows.
from TTS mode to QUEUE mode, the reactive lock holder changes the value of the mode variable to QUEUE, then releases the queue and-set protocol to the queuing protocol when the number of failed test-and-set attempts experienced by a process while acquiring the lock exceeds a threshold. In the opposite direction, it changes from the queueing protocol to the test-and-test-and-set protocol if a process finds the queue to be empty for some number of consecutive lock acquisitions. This provides some hysteresis to lessen the likelihood of oscillating and thrashing between protocols. While this simple method worked well for the experiments in this paper, more sophisticated methods may be desired. We describe several possible alternatives at the end of this section.
Consensus Objects
We now describe a general mechanism for dynamic protocol selection. Our method for efficiently selecting and changing synchronization protocols requires that each protocol being selected has the following properties:
1. Each protocol has a unique object, called a consensus object, that has to be accessed atomically in order to complete the protocol. This consensus object may be marked as valid or invalid.
2. A process must be able to complete execution of the protocol after accessing the consensus object, independently of other processes that subsequently access the consensus object.
3. The state of a protocol that represents the state of the synchronization operation is modified only by a process that has atomic access to the consensus object.
The first property eases the task of ensuring that only one protocol is valid at any time. The second property allows a process that executes an invalid protocol to abort and preserve the consistency of the invalid protocol's state. The third property eases the task of updating the state of the newly valid protocol during protocol changes.
The protocols selected by the reactive spin lock trivially satisfy these properties. The consensus objects are the locks themselves.
For the test-and-test-and-set lock protocol, the consensus object is simply the test-and-test-and-set lock itself, and for the queue lock protocol, the consensus object is simply the queue lock itself.
If a reactive algorithm is selecting among protocols that satisfy the properties listed above, then processes do not have to be kept in constant agreement on the protocol in use. We only need to ensure that the only valid consensus object is the one associated with the protocol currently in use. This allows a process to safely execute an invalid protocol because that process will ultimately access the protocol's invalid consensus object. At that point, that process will complete execution of the invalid protocol and retry the synchronization operation with another protocol. Thus, the consensus object allows a process to decide whether it is executing the right protocol.
In order to switch to a new protocol, the mode variable and the state of the new protocol that represents the state of the synchronization operation has to be atomically updated. We allow protocol changes to be performed only by a process that has acquired atomic access to the consensus object of the currently valid protocol. This ensures that at most one process will be changing the mode variable and updating the state of the new protocol at any time. To change from protocol A to protocol B, a process acquires atomic access to protocol B's invalid consensus object, invalidates protocol A's consensus object and releases it, updates the state of protocol B to reflect the current state of the synchronization operation, and changes the mode variable to point to protocol B. Finally, it validates protocol B's consensus object and releases it.
A Reactive Fetch-and-Op Algorithm
Using the concept of consensus objects described above, we designed a reactive algorithm for fetch-and-op that chooses among the following three protocols:
1. A variable protected by a test-and-test-and-set lock.
2. A variable protected by a queue lock.
3. A software combining tree by Goodman et al. [5] .
Each of these protocols satisfies the properties listed in Section For the combining tree, a process that accesses an invalid root has a set of waiting processes that it combined with on the way to the root. Thus, that process has to complete the protocol by proceeding down the combining tree and notifying those waiting processes to retry the fetch-and-op operation. These processes will in turn notify processes that they combined with to retry the operation.
Correctly and efficiently changing protocols. Only a process with exclusive access to the currently valid consensus object is allowed to change protocols. Recall that when changing to another protocol, the state of the target protocol needs to be updated to represent the current state of the synchronization operation. For fetchand-op, the state of the synchronization operation is the current value of the fetch-and-op variable.
In each of the three protocols, this state is represented by a variable that is modified only by processes with exclusive access to a protocol's consensus object. Thus the state of the target protocol can be easily updated by updating the value of this variable.
When to change protocols.
The reactive fetch-and-op algorithm changes from the test-and-test-and-set lock protocol to the queue lock protocol after some number of failed test-and-set attempts. It changes from the queue lock protocol to the combining tree protocol when the waiting time on the queue exceeds a time limit for a number of successive fetch-and-op requests. Since the queue is FIFO, the waiting time on the queue provides a good estimate of the level of contention.
In the other direction, the reactive algorithm changes from the combining tree protocol to the queue lock protocol when a number of successive fetch-and-op requests reach the root without combining with a sufficient number of other fetch-and-op requests. It changes from the queue lock protocol to the test-and-test-and-set protocol if the queue lock's queue is empty for a number of successive fetch-and-op requests. Again, these simple criteria worked well for the experiments described in the next section, but more sophisticated policies may be desirable. We describe several alternative policies here.
Policies for Switching Protocols
A reactive algorithm that finds itself using a sub-optimal protocol needs to decide whether to switch to a better protocol. Because switching protocols incurs a significant fixed cost, the decision to switch to another protocol depends on the future bebavior of contention levels. The algorithms described above used hysteresis to reduce the probability of thrashing among protocols. Although a thorough analysis of switching policies is beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly mention a few alternative policies here.
Since the decision to switch is an instance of an on-line problem where decisions have to be made without knowledge of future contention levels, a possible policy is to use competitive techniques
[15] to decide when to switch protocols. With competitive techniques, the worst-case performance of the switching policy can be bounded by a constant.
Another possible policy is to use aging to compute a weighted average of thehistory ofcontention levels, andselect the protocol that isoptimal fortheaverage contention level. Also, the reactive algorithm can detect if mode changes arerequired too frequently.
If so, the algorithm can give up on being reactive and use the best protocol for the average contention level experienced thus far.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental measurements that compare the performance of the reactive spin lock and fetch-and-op algorithms with conventional passive algorithms on the MIT Alewife 
Baseline Performance
In this experiment, we measured the overhead incurred per synchronization operation at different levels of contention. This is the measure used in previous research on synchronization algorithms.
The results show that the reactive algorithms succeed in selecting the right protocol to use, and are close to the performance of the best passive algorithms at all levels of contention, Figure 5 compares the baseline performance of the algorithms, Spin Locks Each processor executes a loop that acquires the lock, executes a 100-cycle critical section, releases the lock, and delays for a random period between O and 500 cycles. The 100-cycle critical section models a reasonably small critical section when contention is involved: protected data has to migrate between caches and it takes about 50 cycles to service a remote cache miss.
The delay between lock acquisitions forces the lock to migrate between caches when there is contention.
This test program is similar to that used by Anderson [2] .
Each data point represents the average lock overhead per critical section with P processors contending for the lock. locks. Overall, the results show that while high contention levels may be a problem for the test-and-set lock, the higher latency of the MCS queue lock at low contention levels is not a significant factor. Computation grain sizes between critical sections for these applications are large enough to render the higher latency of the queue lock insignificant. Thus, the reactive spin lock yielded limited performance benefits over the MCS queue lock.
Nevertheless, the reactive spin lock still achieves performance that is close to the best passive algorithm. It should be useful for applications that perform locking frequently and at a very fine grain such that lock latencies becomes significant.
MP3D
MP3Dispart of the SPLASH parallel benchmark suite [19] . For this simulation, we use problem sizes of 3,000 and 10,000 particles with thelocking option turned on. Remeasured the time taken for5 iterations. Locks areused in MP3Dfor atomic updating for cell parameters, where a cell represents a discretization of space.
Contention atthese locks is typically low. Alockisalso used for atomic updating of collision counts at the end of each iteration.
Depending on load balancing, contention at this lock can be high.
The higher latency of the MCS queue lock under low contention was not significant. On the other hand, the poor scalability of the test-and-set lock significantly increased execution time for 3,000 particles on 64 processors. The reactive lock selected the test-andtest-and-set lock protocol for atomic updating of cell parameters, and selected the queue lock for updating collision counts. In this simulation, we factorize an 866x866 matrix with 3189 nonzero elements. As in MP3D, we see that the higher latency of the MCS lock has a negligible impact on execution times. While message-passing protocols can outperform corresponding shared-memory protocols under high contention, the fixed overheads of message sends and receives make message-passing protocols more expensive than corresponding shared-memory protocols when contention is low. -Once again, we have a contentiondependent choice to make between protocols.
Using the method based on consensus objects, we designed re- 
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Figure9: Thedynamic test periodically varies thelevel of contention to force the reactive lock to undergo mode changes. Figure 8 presents the baseline performance of these algorithms.
Like the reactive algorithms that select between purely sharedmemory protocols, these reactive algorithms also succeed in selecting the right protocol for a given level of contention. As a demonstration of the advantage of using message-passing over sharedmemory protocols, note that under high contention, the messagepassing fetch-and-op protocols result in lower overheads and correspondingly higher throughputs than the shared-memory fetch-andop protocols. Although the numbers show that the message-passing queue lock is always inferior to the shared-memory MCS queue lock on Alewife, the reverse may be true on architectures with different commr.mication overheads and levels of support for shared-memory. If contention levels vary too frequently (towards the left end of each graph), the overhead of switching protocols dominates and the performance of the reactive lock suffers. In the experiments, the performance of the reactive spin lock begins to deteriorate when forced to change protocols as frequently as every 1000 critical sections. However, the reactive lock is still always better than the worst static choice of protocols even under such extreme circumstances.
It is interesting to note that the performance of the test-and-set protocol deteriorates when contention levels change frequently. This happens because the test-and-set protocol does not handle bursty arrivals of lock requesters as well as the MCS queue lock protocol.
While we do not expect contention levels to exhibit such pathological behavior in practice, more intelligent switching policies, such as those described in Section 3.5, may mitigate the detrimental effect of frequently changing contention levels.
Summary and Conclusions
The performance of synchronization algorithms depends on unpredictable run-time factors, such as contention. Recent research designed synchronization algorithms that perform well under high contention, but at the price of higher overhead under low contention.
We would like to use the best algorithm for a given level of contention. However, the level of contention is hard to predict. As a solution, this paper proposes reactive synchronization algorithms that dynamically make the best choice of protocols.
This paper demonstrates the feasibility and performance benefits of selecting synchronization protocols in response to the level of contention. While the idea of dynamically selecting protocols is intuitively appealing, it was not clear prior to this research if the complexity of managing multiple protocols would be prohibitively expensive. We described reactive algorithms for spin locks and fetch-and-op, and described a method based on consensus objects for efficiently selecting protocols in those algorithms. We also demonstrated that reactive algorithms can be used to select between shared-memory and message-passing protocols.
Experiments show that the performance of the reactive algorithms is close to the best of any of the passive algorithms at all levels of contention. Furthermore, when contention levels are mixed, the reactive algorithm outperforms the passive algorithms, as long as contention levels do not vary too frequently. Reactive algorithms also outperform passive algorithms when there are a number of synchronization objects, each with different levels of contention, Measurements of several applications show that the reactive algorithms result in modest performance gains for spin locks and significant gains for fetch-and-op. is not a significant factor unless locking is performed frequently at a very fine granularity. If latency is a concern, the reactive spin lock algorithm will provide the low latency of a test-and-set lock with the scalability of a queue lock. This reduces the motivation Interested readers can obtain a pseudocode listing of the reactive spin lock algorithm via anonymous ftp from hing.lcs.mit.edu (directory pub/bhlim/reactive).
